An Integrated Approach to College and Career Readiness Skills through PBL, STEM, & a Multi-tiered System of Supports
Integrating Initiatives

2015-2020
STEM for All
[K-12: Math]

2016-2021
Project-Based Learning (PBL)
[6-12: Inquiry]

2018-2023
Tiered System of Supports
[K-12: Behavior + Academics]
Workplace Readiness Skills

- PBL grant relies on “old” 21 WRS
- VTSS integrates “new” 22 WRS
- Mapping old to new to assess WRS and provide broader coverage without testing-fatigue
Next Steps

- create student CCR portfolios using Google classroom
- use WRS assessment data to inform career counseling and strengthen alignment with career clusters (Virginia Profile of a Graduate requirement)
- build directory of local internship/job-shadow opportunities; 9th grade career field trips
Q & A